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IDEA Place Extension Activities
for Grades 3-5

I. Progression of Life
   Fossil Dig
   Making a Good Impression
   Body Saurus--Day One
   Body Saurus--Day Two
   Tyrannosaurus Rex
   Elbow Room
   Journey to the Center of the Earth
   Peanut Butter and Jelly Geology
   Under the Sea

II. Light, Lasers, and Optics
   Building a Kaleidoscope
   Mirrors Reflect
   Hole in Your Hand
   OPT
   The Eyes
   Making a Rainbow
   Making a Color Wheel
   Hand Shadows
   Sun Shadows
   Bouncing Light
   Paths of Light
   Symmetrical Reflections

III. Math in Motion
    A Tessellation Quilt
    Building Power
    Make a Line
    Tangrams
    Tessellating Polygons

IV. Gears and Gadgets
    Rolling Along
    Magnet Tricks
    The Amazing Mobius
    How Does a Wheel and Axle Work?

V. Technology--Then and Now
    Air
    Air Pressure Spools
    Dancing Salt
    Dancing Wire
    Egg in a Bottle
    Electrical Fun
    Electricity
    The Steady Hand Game
    Making a Telephone
    Glow Bulb
    Heat Shield
    Hearing Sounds
    Seeing a Sound
    Sound
    Sounds of Voices
    Sound Waves
    The Sounds of Music